## UAF TITLE IX AND CONDUCT JURISDICTION MATRIX

### UA TITLE IX JURISDICTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOCATION</th>
<th>AFFILIATION AT TIME OF INCIDENT</th>
<th>JURISDICTION</th>
<th>ACTIONS REQUIRED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>On a UA campus?</td>
<td>Complainant is UA Affiliated?</td>
<td>Respondent is UA Affiliated?</td>
<td>Gather the Facts: WHO (name &amp; affiliation), WHAT, WHERE, WHEN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| As part of an officially sponsored UA event or UA activity? | Yes                              | Yes          | - Provide rights, resources, immediate actions, and interim measures information.  
- Investigate if complainant consents. If not-send nonparticipation letter & conduct gatekeeper assessment. Investigate if warranted by gatekeeper assessment; notify complainant if investigating.  
- If policy violation, impose sanctions. |
|                           | Yes                              | No           | - Provide rights, resources, immediate actions, and interim measures and remedies information.  
- Investigate if complainant consents. If not-send nonparticipation letter & conduct gatekeeper assessment. Investigate if warranted by gatekeeper assessment; notify complainant if investigating.  
- If policy violation, impose sanctions. |
|                           | Yes                              | No           | - Provide rights, resources, immediate actions, and interim measures and remedies information.  
- Investigate if complainant consents. If not-send nonparticipation letter & conduct gatekeeper assessment, Investigate if warranted by gatekeeper assessment; notify complainant if investigating.  
- Prevent from reoccurring by imposing restrictions such as campus trespass, or other actions as appropriate. |
|                           | No                               | No           | - Provide list of confidential resources and remedies information.  
- Investigate if warranted by gatekeeper assessment.  
- Prevent from reoccurring by imposing restrictions such as campus trespass, or other actions as appropriate. |

### UA CONDUCT- NOT TITLE IX JURISDICTION

If UA takes jurisdiction for incidents that are not on-campus or within the context of UA activities, we must be clear that we are doing so under our code of conduct and not under Title IX.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AFFILIATION AT TIME OF INCIDENT</th>
<th>JURISDICTION</th>
<th>ACTIONS REQUIRED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Yes                             | ?            | - Provide list of confidential resources and remedies information as applicable.  
- Student/employees misconduct issue and not Title IX since it did not occur in UAF context.  
- If incident creates a **hostile environment on campus, a subsequent Title IX inquiry may be required**.  
- Put affirmative measures in place to remedy on campus effect.  
- If policy violation, impose sanctions. |
| No                              | ?            | - Provide List of confidential resources and remedies information as applicable.  
- Student/employees misconduct issue and not Title IX since it did not occur in UAF context.  
- If incident creates a **hostile environment on campus, a subsequent Title IX inquiry may be required**.  
- Put affirmative measures in place to remedy on campus effect. |
| No                              | ?            | - Provide list of confidential resources and remedies information as applicable.  
- Student/employees misconduct issue and not Title IX since it did not occur in UAF context.  
- If incident creates a **hostile environment on campus, a subsequent Title IX inquiry may be required**.  
- Put affirmative measures in place to remedy on campus effect. |
| No                              | -            | - Provide list of confidential resources and remedies information as applicable.  
- NO JURISDICTION - Provide community resources as applicable. |

### Key:
- Indicates jurisdiction  
- Indicates no jurisdiction  
? Indicates possible jurisdiction

NOTE: Rights, resources, interim measures, remedies and process flowcharts can be located at: [http://www.uaf.edu/titleix](http://www.uaf.edu/titleix)